
Cylera IoT Cybersecurity Platform 
SAFEGUARDING WHAT MATTERS MOST™

Unique capabilities built to secure IoT and medical
devices while protecting patient care, safety, privacy,
and business continuity

"We in clinical
engineering aren't
cybersecurity
specialists, we're
patient care specialists. 

Cylera's technology
enables us to stay
focused on our patients,
and help IT keep our
medical devices
cybersafe and
operational."

S A F E G U A R D I N G  W H A T  M A T T E R S  M O S T

— Cylera Customer,
Northeast U.S.

Healthcare System

EXECUTIVE BRIEF

Leading-Edge IoT Cybersecurity 
for Healthcare
Technical Highlights

The Challenge

The Cylera IoT Security Platform Stands Apart
from Others

Healthcare providers are the focus of sophisticated attacks
targeting connected Healthcare IoT (HIoT). Adversaries seek to
penetrate networks, access protected data, and disrupt patient care
and services. 

Many vendors are promoting re-purposed, generalized technology
approaches that cannot adequately safeguard uptime and manage
critical medical devices and enterprise IoT systems in specialized
healthcare environments. These common "wide but shallow"
approaches demonstrate a lack of capacities, and are not "state of
the art" and absolutely fall short of resolving complex operational
requirements in HIoT environments.

Our solutions stand apart from others through patented technology,
the depth of our integrations, insights and understanding of clinical
and IT/SOC workflows, unique policy generation, and customer-
collaborated design, without the risks or disruption to clinical
systems or processes. Our solutions are used by small and large
providers alike. 

Cylera is also the only vendor it its category selected by the American
Hospital  Association as "Preferred Cybersecurity Provider." 



Technology Highlights

What Makes Cylera Unique?
Adaptive Datatype Analysis™ 
Cylera has a patented and proprietary method of identifying IoT devices and extracting data
whether known or unknown. As IoMT are introduced or moved throughout your environment,
Cylera will always be able to tell you far more than others about the status, what the device is,
where it is, and communications with other systems.

IoT Device Emulation Engine™—"Digital Twin"
Our patent-pending IoT Device Emulation engine creates a "digital twin" simulation of the live
device with accurate configuration and behaviors, maintained in real time as device changes
occur in the live environment. Cylera can then enable industry-standard vulnerability scanning
without jeopardizing device uptime or clinical continuity. 

Cylera CyLabs™ Intelligence Database
CyLabs performs a unique blend of cutting-edge proprietary research into healthcare devices and
the cross-industry threats that healthcare delivery organizations face. Benefits to our customers
include an understanding of how risks may affect the business of healthcare delivery to patients
(not just a list of risks, unpatched devices, and ratings without context awareness). We also offer
assistance with site-specific risk management relevance.

S A F E G U A R D I N G  W H A T  M A T T E R S  M O S T



Faster time from
deployment to
fully operational

Using digital twin:

Support for a
wider range of
data sources and
unique customer
network
architectures

Industry-standard,
active scanning
without disruption to
live/real devices
Verify vulnerabilities
without impact to
operations or patient
care
Detect or discover
new/previously
unknown risks

Leverage of
existing
technology
investments
through
integrations and
data sharing

Increase confidence
for outcomes
on patch application
or configuration
changes/firmware
updates

Adaptive Datatype Analysis™ 

IoT Device Emulation™ (Digital/Virtual Twin) (Patent-Pending)

Passively detects and analyzes network traffic with patented device- and
protocol-agnostic methods to create critical insights using datatype
analysis, determination of formats, encoding schemes, packet structures,
etc.—all without creating any operational disruption or impact.

Continuously generates and maintains virtual clones of each asset utilizing
patent-pending IoT Device Emulation technology that continuously monitors
for changes and scans without impacting availability. Real-world operations,
services, and environmental elements are factored to create comprehensive
NIST CSF - aligned risk profiles, scores, and mitigation plans. Output can be
shared with vulnerability and other monitoring tools.
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(Patented) 

S A F E G U A R D I N G  W H A T  M A T T E R S  M O S T



Founded in late 2017, and headquartered in New York, Cylera is the leading edge in
healthcare IoT, IoMT, and OT cybersecurity and intelligence. The Cylera Platform is a
centralized cybersecurity solution that secures the entire connected healthcare IoT
environment from the enterprise side to medical devices providing patient care
services. Cylera’s patented technology delivers unique IoT emulation, adaptive
datatype analysis, and proprietary CyLabs global intelligence. Unlike many, Cylera is
fully context-aware for use by IT and clinical engineering for asset identification and
management, network analysis, risk assessment, network segmentation, threat
detection and intelligence, and fleet optimization. Cylera delivers the strongest, most
advanced healthcare IoT and medical device cybersecurity risk management solution
for the industry. www.cylera.com © 2021 CYLERA. All Rights Reserved, 212110

Learn More About Cylera
www.cylera.com

info@cylera.com - For any questions, no
pressure, just information.
 
demo@cylera.com - To schedule an  efficient
demo highlighting what you want to know.

partners@cylera.com - For exploration into
Cylera's Momentum Partner Program. 

Follow us on Twitter @cylera_
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Cylera Labs,
Leading Research

Vulnerabilities
(cross-industry
and individual
asset)

Vendor and Patch
Intelligence

Compliance,
Government, and
Regulatory

Trusted Behavioral
Insights

Threat Intelligence,
Landscape and
Reputation

Risk Sophistication,
Impact, and Relevance

Timely, Actionable,
Referenceable

CyLabs™ Intelligence Database

Intelligence Database

Cylera-proprietary monitored and curated threat research from a
myriad of public and non-public sources, then vetted and enriched by
human intelligence, sandbox analysis, automated threat classification
and scoring. Cylera labs does original threat research with responsible
disclosure within the industry with many sources.

(Proprietary) 


